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Why Confluence?
Confluence is ideal for modern teams creating documentation together.
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Collaboration

Space 
Everyone on the team can use spaces in Confluence for both 

internal and external documentation. This means all your content 

is searchable in one system.

Write Together 
Multiple team members can work on the same page at the same 

time. While one person writes a new section, someone else can 

revise another.

Commenting 
Whether it's on text, a file, or an entire page, team members can 

quickly add their thoughts as comments, and @ mention team 

members.

Sharing 
Share pages quickly within your team to collect feedback.

Notifications 
Each team member can receive notifications when pages they 

care about are created or changed. 
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Use It 
Anywhere

Server or Data Center 
You can run Confluence on a single server, a cluster 

of servers, or have it hosted.

Updates 
Confluence is updated often, so you can stay up-to-

date easily.

Scalability 
Confluence is a great tool for small teams and scales 

to the entire enterprise. We've seen 200,000+ users 

working in Confluence together.
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Atlassian 
Hey, this is the team that makes 

Confluence!

BMC 
BMC uses expand macros and 

clear content overviews to 

quickly answer questions.

Igel 
The unique theme Igel created 

really brings their brand 

together.

Confluence in Action
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Creating Topics
Use templates and media to help users create visual solutions.



Templates

Creating Topics



Get Started Quickly



Instructional Text 
Instructional text is placeholder 

content in a template,

Template Variables 
Variables are great for bringing 

consistency to new pages 

quickly.

Formatting Suggestions 
As you create templates for 

different topic types…

Define Task Types with Templates
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Dynamic Content

Creating Topics



Macros



Labels
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Images



Hidden Images



Alt Text



Videos
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Diagrams

Creating Topics



The best approach to adding 

diagrams in Confluence is by 

using a Confluence app like: 

- draw.io Diagrams 

- Gliffy

Create and Update Diagrams



Creating Topics

Diagrams



Collaboration
With Confluence, your team can work together to write documentation.
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Multiple Writers

Collaboration



Write Together and Get Better
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Simple 
For a simple "write, review, and 

publish" workflow.

Comala Document 
Management 

For advanced workflows with 

multiple phases, approvers, and 

other automations.

Automate Your Workflow
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Content Reuse
It's easy to implement your content reuse strategy in Confluence.
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Excerpt Macro 
Use the Excerpt Macro to mark a 

portion of a page for reuse.

Write Once 
Ideally, every documentation 

page should have an excerpt.

Use Everywhere 
Children Display macro can even 

display the excerpt as preview 

text.

Add Short Descriptions
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Resource 
A resource is a page containing 

a reusable piece of content.

Collection 
A collections is a page with one 

or more related resource pages 

or sub-collections.

Page Organization 
When organizing a space that's 

part of your Include Library…

Organize Your Reusable Content
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Content Addition

Content Reuse



Adding Included Content



Content Reuse

Content Addition



Review

Content Reuse



Reviewing Included Content



Content Reuse

Review



Conditional Content
Display conditional content within your documentation.



Separate Spaces

Conditional Content



Hide Content

Conditional Content



Print and Online

Conditional Content
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Versioning
Publish the right documentation for the most recent release.



Changes

Versioning



Page Changes Space Changes

Built In

Each time you submit a change 

on a Confluence page, it creates 

a new version of that page.

Process or App

A space version is a collection of 

pages that have been changed.
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Separate Spaces

Versioning



Moving Pages

Versioning



Restrictions

Versioning



All in One Space

Versioning
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Content Inheritance



Scheduling Changes
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All in One Space



Languages
Write content in multiple languages within a single space.



On Each Page

Languages
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Languages



All in One Space

Languages



Managing Languages



Identifying Changes



Translating



Languages

All in One Space



Publishing
Share your documentation on the web, using documents, and context-sensitive help.



Online & HTML

Publishing



Anonymous Access



Built-in HTML Exporter



HTML Exporter Apps
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Help Center

Publishing



Display Your Documentation as a Help Center



Publishing

Help Center



Documents

Publishing



Simple Document Export



Customized Document Export
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Documents



Context Sensitive

Publishing



Information Experience 
Provide a great experience by 

linking what they’re experiencing 

with the help they need.

Reliable Link 
Create unique URLs that never 

change, even when you alter the 

name of the page.

Versions and Variants 
Choose the version and variant 

to which users should be taken.

Context Sensitive Help
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Questions?



For more information visit 

www.k15t.com/rock-the-docs

Thank You!

http://www.k15t.com/rock-the-docs

